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Tight original beats with club tracks. 13 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: The tightest flowz

come dipped in BLACK INK... and BLACK INK is steady dippin' on this 13 song release. Dirty south bass

meets a message as B*I officially introduces himself on the single "Ain't Sayin' Nothin'" - while touching

on the lack of ink behind the lyrics of today's commercial rap artists. Guaranteed to be a crew banger,

"Get It" rocks your knot with an infectious melody and catchy hook. "Give Me Room" addresses those

moments we've all had when life cramps, leaving you with little space to breath. "Not The One" addresses

those women only out for material things. "U Gon Learn" attacks the absence of spirituality in the music

industry. Riding a heavenly feeling track, "Fallen" gives listeners a closer look into BLACK INK's life and

his rise from disparity to success. BLACK INK is the soul of an MC who has had enough with artists with

fake and contrived images disrespecting hip-hop music and culture. B*I exemplifies true underground

hip-hop with the dark and grimy Give U Mo. And he reminds us of where it all started by paying respects

to the hip-hop forefathers on Hip Hop. And lastly, he leaves us with I Can, a song dedicated to inspiring

people to be the best they can be / with an extended beat ride at the end of the song - perfect for people

to think or for serious freestylists to kick a rap to. Hardcore baselines and tight flowz ensure that BLACK

INK will be an album to blow the speakers in the clubs, whips, and home entertainment system. Got

INK!? Most do it for girls, fame, ego. We do it for the music, the art, the respect. TME presents... the

[4th]coming album from LANGSTON FUZE... //RHYMEtrospective// FALL IN LOVE WITH HIP-HOP

MUSIC... ALL OVER AGAIN.   listen
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